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Abstract

small number of states. In the domain we studied, as well
as in many other domains, we assume that this very long

In collaborative systems involving a user and an agent

training period can incur a very high cost. In addition, some

working together on a joint task it may be important to share

applications, such as online bidding agents have a limited

information in order to determine the appropriate course of

time and only small number of iterations with each user

action. However, communication between agents and users

making this approach impractical.

can create costly user interruptions. One of the most impor-

We focus on developing novel algorithms that can quickly

tant issue concerning the initiation of information sharing

and accurately model user's preferences. Our research was

in collaborative systems is the ability to accurately esti-

specically motivated by the growing desire to create au-

mate the cost and benet arising from those interruptions.

tomated decision support units that better focus a user's

While cost estimation of interruptions has been previously

attention in dynamic environments. We consider a team

investigated, these works assumed either a large amount of

framework where agents and human operators teams to-

information was available about each user, or only a small

gether to share their utilities values. The idea is that the

number of states needed consideration. This paper presents

agents and humans operators might work on completely

a novel synthesis between Collaborative Filtering methods

different tasks [3]. However, these tasks will eventually lead

with classication algorithms tools to create a fast learning

to a nal joint goal. Agents and human operators have

algorithm, MICU . MICU exploits the similarities between

unique capabilities that be used to best contribute to the

users in order to learn from known users to new but similar

group in different ways (via different tasks). Agents can

users and therefore requires less information on each user in

quickly process large amounts of information, a character-

compare to other methods. Experimental results indicate the

istic that can be critical, especially in dynamic and time

algorithm signicantly improves system performance even

sensitive environments. Human operators are assumed to

with a small amount of data on each user.

have access to more complete domain knowledge or expert
knowledge external to their agents. However, people's time

1. Introduction

is valuable, and thus the group incurs a cost every time
the agent interrupts the person to obtain the information

An important aspect of collaborative systems is efcient

she may have. The agent must decide if it should initiate

agentuser communication [1]. When working together to-

a query to a human operator based on evaluating whether

ward a joint task it is important to share information in order

the cost of interrupting the user is outweighed by the value

to coordinate consequent actions [2]. In addition, different

gained from her knowledge. This decision is complicated

agents in the group often possess information required by

by the fact that the prole of the specic user receiving the

others [3]. The need for efcient communication arises in

query can quickly change as the user's availability to provide

mixed human-computer groups as well as in homogeneous

information is subject to dynamics based on the person's

computer-agent environments [4]. However, it is important

ability to be interrupted, her current activity or the current

to appropriately time the communication, since poorly timed

state of the environment.

interruptions can lead to averse effects on task performance
and on a human agent's emotional state [1].

The basis of our solution is the assumption that users
can be clustered such that the behavior of one user will

Cost estimation of interruptions has been investigated

be similar to the other users in her cluster. Thus, once

in prior works (see Section 2.1). However, these methods

we have knowledge about some users we can generally

require hours of observations and human categorization,

estimate the value and cost associated with an agenthuman

many repetitive interactions or a very strict domain with a

interaction of new, but similar users as well. Specically,

we propose the use of a new user modeling approach

management, collaborative ltering, and machine learning

with elements of Collaborative Filtering (CF ) algorithms.

methods.

Traditional Collaborative Filtering algorithms are typically
applied to recommend a given product (book, movie, game,
etc.) to a user based on information gleaned about general
users' buying behavior. Collaborative Filtering analyzes the

2.1. Cost Estimation of Interruptions

relationships between users and interdependencies among
products, in order to identify new useritem associations. In
addition, to avoid the need for extensive data collection about

One of the most important issues concerning the initiation

items or users, Collaborative Filtering requires no domain

of interruptions is the ability to accurately estimate the

knowledge [5], [6].

cost and benet arising from the interruption. Accurate

We propose a new approach MICU (Managing Interruption
via Clustering Users). MICU is the approach of combining
components of Collaborative Filtering algorithms with basic
classication algorithms such as the C4.5 Decision Tree
algorithm [7] or the k-nearest neighbor (k − N N ) algorithm
[8]. This novel synthesis between Collaborative Filtering and
traditional methods represents signicant differences from
these base methods.
The advantage of MICU over traditional learning methods
is its signicant reduction in the learning time needed to
model a given user. This allows us to quickly decide about
the efciency of an interruption with only limited data and
can avoid pitfalls such as protracted learning periods and
elicitation of private user data. Additionally, in contrast to
machine learning algorithms, MICU uses two different phases
to decide about the situations' classication using different
type of data in each phase.
MICU

is also signicantly different from traditional Col-

laborative Filtering algorithms in three major ways. First,
in Collaborative Filtering algorithms the similarity between
users is decided by shared habits, and the similarity between
items is decided by shared history. In our domain such
shared information does not exist and machine learning
tools are used instead in order to determine similarity
among users and interruptions. Second, several traditional
Collaborative Filtering algorithms work by identifying the
precise value of a current parameter state (e.g. the genre of
a movie) [6]. MICU allows a range of possible parameter

estimation will enable interruption only when it will have a
positive impact on the group's performance [9]. Interruptions
have two ways to negatively affect the users, a long term
effect and a short term effect. Both the long and short term
effects must be taken into account when calculating the cost
of the interruptions.
Previous works have investigated how to estimate the
cost of interruptions [10], [11]. Fleming and Cohen [9]
were the rst to build a user-specic model which generally
takes the user's specic factors into account. They used cost
estimation to create a decision making mechanism in order
to decide when to initiate communication. However, they
assume having statistical data about the users' knowledge
and utilities values. Horvitz and Apacible [10] studied the
user's benet from receiving information from a computer
agent, while our study focus on the opposite situation, in our
study the agent wishes to receive information from the user.
Tambe et al. [11] focused on when to turn control to the user,
instead of information transfer. Sarne and Grosz [2] offered
an efcient model to manage the agent's information and
to decide when to interrupt the user. Kamar et al. [4] used
POMDP

and MDP models to evaluate the cost of interruption

while taking into account the possible mismatch between the
computer's calculation of utility and the person's perception
of it. Iqbal and Bailey [12] developed OASIS , a system
to identify breakpoints in users activities and delay the
interruptions till these breakpoints.

values. The result is an algorithm that can effectively make

The key difference between our research and previous

decisions without precise state information. Third, MICU has

works is that we study cost-estimations that can work in

no need for personal information (demographic information,

dynamic domains in which the environment's conditions

economic and marital status, age, etc.) typically used in Col-

rapidly change, actions occur quickly, user's abilities change

laborative Filtering algorithms [6]. MICU focuses exclusively

over time and decisions must be made within tightly con-

on the user's interaction with the agent, and thus does not

strained time frames. In contrast, work by Iqbal and Bailey

require sharing any personal information.

[12] required long and expensive training periods as each

2. Related Work

later manually reviewed a video and marked the appropriate

subject had to use the system for at least

90

minutes and

times for interruptions. Similarly, work by Sarne and Grosz
In this paper we propose

MICU ,

a new method for

[2] needed a large amount of information on each user before

managing interruption management in mixed humanagent

it can begin to operate at an efcient level. Work by Kamar

groups based on combining Collaborative Filtering methods

et al. [4] considers a limited domain with a small number

with traditional machine learning methods. In this section

of states and is computationallyinfeasible for domains with

we present related work from Humanagent interruption

many dynamic states.

2.2. Collaborative Filtering

amples in the given labeled database. k-nearest neighbors is
a type of instancebased learning, or lazy learning where the

Collaborative Filtering (CF ) is a method of making
automatic predictions (ltering) about the preferences of a

function is only approximated locally and the computation
is done only at classication time.

user by collecting data on the preferences of many users

Hundreds of past works combine several machine learning

(collaborating). There are hundreds of examples of rec-

algorithms in order to achieve better results than each of

ommendation systems via Collaborative Filtering. Surveys

them achived individually. Huang et al.'s [23] approach was

of recommendation systems and collaborative systems are

to use both machine learning tools that discover global struc-

presented in [13], [14], [6]. User proling and matching

ture in the data with machine learning tools that discover

mechanisms are illustrated, especially on Collaborative Fil-

local structures in the data and combine the results in order

tering techniques. In addition, a number of Collaborative

to achieve the best in both world and learn as much as

Filtering algorithms are compared for accuracy of available

possible from the given data. This approach is the closest

test data.

to ours. However, while hybrid approaches generally use

Collaborate Filtering models can be built based on users or

different algorithms in each phase, they use exactly same

items. User Based collaborative ltering systems nd other

data in both phase. Our approach differs as we collect

users that have displayed similar tastes to the active user

different types of information, the user's task information

and recommend the items similar users have preferred [15],

and general domain information, and thus use different

[16], [17]. That is, if user
taste then items that

u1

u1

and user

u2

shown similar

likes will be offered to

u2

information in each phase.

and vise

In this paper we present MICU , a novel variation of

verses. Users' similarity is calculated by comparing users'

traditional learning algorithms that applies the tools and

history and identifying similar ranks to the same items. Item

principles dened in the hybrid User and Item Based Col-

Based models recommend items that are most similar to the

laborative Filtering methods in order to incorporate them

set of items the active user has rated [18], [19], [20]. That

into our learning algorithm. By leveraging these approaches

is, if user

i1

u

liked item

will be offered to

u.

i1

then items found to be similar to

we can quickly learn about new users from known users.

Items' similarity is calculated based

In the next section, we present specics of the Interruption

on the items' purchased history.

Management Domain we studied, as well as specics of our

Karypis [21] was the rst to recommend an approach that

algorithms.

combines the best of the Item Based and the User Based
(classic Collaborate Filtering) algorithms, by rst identifying
a reasonably large neighborhood of similar users and then
using this subset to derive the Item Based recommendation

3. MICU  A Synthesis between CF and Machine Learning

model. Vozalis et al. [22] have developed a hybrid method
consisting of a number of steps. In the rst step, the

We generally model the Interruption Management's joint

algorithm creates a neighborhood of users most similar to

agent-human domain problem as follows: Assume a user has

the selected active user; it rst calculates the similarity level

to complete a task within a limited time. The task consists

between the users and the active user and then chooses the

of many sub-tasks. Each successful completion of a sub-

k -nearest

task entitles the group to a certain gain. Different types

neighbor who rated a large number of items. In

k

users is used to calculate

of task have different gain values based on the relative

item-similarity between these users. In the nal step, the

worth of these tasks to the group. In addition, successfully

algorithm recommends the active user items similar to the

transferring desired user information to the agent entitles

items chosen (based on the rst two steps).

the group to a certain different gain, this value changes

the second step, the rating of the

according to the information accuracy.

2.3. Machine Learning

Our proposed algorithm, MICU , (Figure 1) is motivated by
the Collaborative Filtering hybrid approach. Just like in the

In this paper we use two machine learning classication

hybrid Collaborative Filtering algorithm ([21], [22]), MICU

algorithms, the C4.5 Decision Tree algorithm [7] and the

has two phases: a user phase (Lines

k-nearest neighbor (k

and an item phase (Lines

− NN)

algorithm [8].

4-6

1-3 in the algorithm),

in the algorithm). The rst

The C4.5 algorithm [7] is an algorithm used to generate

phase uses user specic data in order to identify similar users

a decision tree. C4.5 builds decision trees from a set of

in the database and construct an environment of similar users

training data in the labeled database, using the concept of

(user's neighborhood). The second phase of the algorithm

information entropy. C4.5 is a modelbased learning where

uses state specic data in order to decide about the state.

most calculations, building the model, are done a priori.

However, the second phase only takes its information from

The k-nearest neighbors (k

− NN)

algorithm [8] is a

method for classifying objects based on closest training ex-

states that belong to similar users that were discover in
the rst phase (dened herein).

While the algorithm's structure is motivated by Collaborative Filtering methods, the tools actually used to decide

not. Namely, whether the group's gain from this interruption
higher than the cost of the interruption.

the user's neighborhood (similar users) and if an interruption
should take place are machine learning tools. Collaborative
Filtering methods cannot feasibly be implemented on the
given data because in mixed agentuser domains, unlike in
Collaborative Filtering, users cannot be compared according

2) Use

does not exist. Consequently, different methods must be
found to model new users's and items's similarities. MICU
(Figure 1) contains information from old and different
situations that were already examine. In these situations the
outcome of the interruption is already known. Therefore,
it is possible to label these interruptions as either good or
bad interruption timing. Since our data can be labeled, our
solution is to use traditional machine learning classication

h

to create a user prole

neighborhood

p

for

p and the
N GB of l situations

3) Use the prole

to shared habits and items (interruptions proles) cannot be
compared according to shared history, since this information

s = (ip, h).
s.
database db to build

1) Accept a new non labeled situation

to be similar (through user's similarity) to
4)
5)

IP = ∅
∀s0 = (ip0 , h0 )

6) Build a

s.

S
h0 ∈ N GB IP = IP {ip0 }
classication model CM between ip and IP
s.t.

using a classication algorithm.
7) Label the new situation
tion decision of
Figure 1.

MICU .

s

according to the classica-

CM .

An algorithm for deciding whether it

is a good or bad timing to interrupt the user right now.

algorithms. The classication algorithms are used to quickly
compare the users (in the rst phase) and items (in the

MICU 's

(Figure 1) input is a small database of labeled

second phase) without resorting to a shared database of all

situations (db) and a non labeled situation

users' characteristics or history.

to discover whether it is a good timing or not. In the

The basic element of information used is user's state (us ).
A user's state is a vector that describes the state the user

s,

that we wish

rst phase (user phase) the algorithm builds a user's
similarity model between the new given situation (s) and the

vector contains numerical or

given labeled situations in the database (db) (Lines 2 and 3

other discrete values for different attributes. These attributes

in the algorithm). This phase uses only the rst data type in

include information such as the user's location, percentage

the situations (h) - the historical data. The users' similarity

of the task accomplished, time left to complete the task,

model is built according to the similarity between the user's

or the location of the nearest subtask to be accomplished.

latest history data type in the situations. Specically,

All values in the vectors' attributes are normalized to the

a set of

is in a given time. The

us 's

k

h

is

vectors that represents the user's behavior in the

same scale. Different domains might have different attributes

short period (Tsamp ) sampled before the interruption (20

associated with the users' states. However, all vectors in a

seconds in our experiments). For each situation, the algo-

given domain will have the same attributes. A time element

rithm calculates the average changes in the user's attributes

t ∈ {0...Tmax }

that represents the time that

value throughout the latest history measuring time (Line 2

has passed since the beginning of the task (t was in seconds

in the algorithm). Meaning, it calculates how each attribute's

in our experiments). A timed state (ts) is a pair

value changed (on average) between the sampling in

is an element

represents the user's state at time

(t, us )

that

t.

h.

The

user's prole is the vector of averages changes. Namely, the

As mentioned earlier, we use two types of data  user's

algorithm uses

h

in order to calculate the average change in

specic data and state's specic data. The user's specic

the user's behavior (values) in this time sequence. Then,

data is the user's latest history data (h). User's history

h

the user's similarity between two situations is measured

in our

as the distance between the two calculated proles (Line

experiments) gathered within a short period of time dened

3 in the algorithm). The assumption behind this approach

k

is a collection of
as

Tsamp (20

timed states (k was equal

5

seconds in our experiments). The second data

type - the state specic data is the interruption prole (ip).

is that users with similar proles (same average change

ip

in values) undergo the same process and therefore most

is a timed state that represents the user's state immediately

probably act in similar ways. This model represents the

prior to the time of the interruption.

user's similarity level between the new situation (s) and the

A situation (s) is a pair of user's latest history

h

and the

given labeled situations. Once the user's similarity model is

l

ip that immediately follows it. That is,
s = (h, ip) s.t. ip = (t∗ , u∗s ) and
∀(t0 , u0s ) ∈ h (t∗ − Tsamp ) ≤ t0 < t∗ . Therefore, a

completed, the algorithm takes the

situation is constructed from two distinct data types, both

next stage. Notice, that this data is calculated based on the

user's specic and state specic data, and gives us a wider

k-nearest neighbor (k−N N ) algorithm [8] in order to locate

point of view about the interruption's inuences. A labeled

the new situation's neighborhood.

interruption prole

(s, label)

most similar situations

(user's similarity) in the database as the new situation's
neighborhood, and uses this neighborhood in the algorithm's

that match a situation with the

The next stage of the algorithm (Lines 4 to 7 in the

label of whether it is a good situation for interruption or

algorithm) uses only the second data type in the situation

situation is a pair

a

that were found

(ip). Once the user's prole and neighborhood are con-

after she correctly answers the question. Moreover, for each

structed, the next stage of the algorithm is to build an

wrong answer the user provides, the value of

item's (interruption proles) similarity model between the

rewarded to the group is reduced. The joint nal goal of

situations that belong in the neighborhood. Once the above

the group is to increasing the group's prot, the human's

algorithm identies the situation's neighborhood in the rst

individual main goals is to play the game and the agent's

phase it uses a machine learning classication algorithm on

individual main is to get answers to as many question as

the items that belongs to the neighborhood's situations and

possible. The agent's questions are simple mathematical

returns the calculated classication.

questions which are presented as multiple choice (SAT)

comGain(d)

The net result is that once a new situation arrives, the

questions. We assume that these questions may hurt the

algorithm needs only a very short time to gather enough

human's performance as different people will take different

data in order to decide how to treat it. This allows for a

lengths of time to correctly answer a question, and will suffer

faster and more accurate classication than the base machine

from different levels of distractions from their main goal.

learning algorithms alone could provide. While the second

Our goal is for the agent to ask a given question only when

phase of MICU is meant to work with any machine learning

the cost to the user for answering the question will be lower

algorithms, we specically considered two classication

than the group's gain from answering the question.

algorithms: the C4.5 Decision Tree algorithm [7] and the
k-nearest neighbor (k

− NN)

algorithm [8].

The agent collects information regarding the user's state in
regular intervals (life status, location, percentage of the task
accomplished, time from the beginning of the task, location
of nearest enemies, etc.). This information is necessary to

4. Experimental Results

construct the user's state (us ) either for user's history (h) or

In order to study MICU and its abilities we conducted a

interruption prole (ip).

number of experiments. We investigated if the algorithm is

In our research protocol each subject played three games:

indeed efcient; how the size of the initial database effects

1) A simple scenario with simple questions  users' game
learning session.

its performances, and whether changing the level of heterogeneity in the users population reduces its effectiveness over

2) A complex scenario without questions  experiments
without questions.

naive classication algorithms. In this section we provide
details about these experiments, as well as the description

3) The complex scenario with questions  the experiment
session.

of the environment used for conducting our experiments.

All subjects played scenario 1 rst, as a training session

4.1. Experimental Environment

about the game's controls. The order in which they played
scenarios 2 and 3 varied.

We are currently conducting experiments with a game

50%

of the users played the

experimental scenario without questions before playing it

50%

setting called Final Frontier Trader . The goal of the game

with questions, and

is to destroy all enemy ships and asteroids. For every asteroid

playing it without questions. This was done to negate any

or ship destroyed the group (one human operator and one

impact on results from the order these scenarios were played

agent) earns a certain gain. We refer to the constant score

in.

1

astGain, and the
constant gain from destroying a ship as shipGain. The game
obtained from destroying an asteroid as

has a time limit (ten minutes) and the human operator (user)
must destroy all enemy ships and asteroids before the end
of the game. A user who dies during the game (e.g. shot by
enemy ships) or the time limit passed loses a large number of
points. On the other hand, the faster the user accomplishes
her main goal the larger the number of points she earns
from successful task completion. Additionally, the user can
increase the group's gain by answering questions from the
agent (comGain(d)). We assume that while the agent asks
a question, the user cannot simultaneously perform her
previous subtask. Thus, while the user is prompted for
information the game continues, the user's ship continues
moving, and enemy ships can potentially shoot at and even
destroy the user's ship. Control is returned to the user only
1. http://fftrader.sourceforge.net

played it with questions before

The information gathered from scenario 1 was omitted
from the analysis of the results, since these games were
only used to teach the users about the environment. The
information gathered from scenario 2 was compared with the
information from scenario 3 in order to isolate the effect the
questions had on the user's performances and make sure that
they interrupted the users. Scenario 3 was the experimental
scenario used to evaluate the effectiveness of MICU .
Each subject performed the entire experimental protocol
as described above. The subject's state and status were
sampled every

5

seconds (user's history) and also before

(interruption prole) and after each interruption in the scenarios with questions. At the end of the research protocol
each question (interruption) was labeled as either good
or bad according to the effects it had on the score and
according to the amount of interruption it caused the user
(the amount of life lost, if the user was set out off course,
etc.). The labels were determined based on an analysis of

the differences in the information gather before and after
the interruptions as well as the nal score the user achieved
in the game. For example, if the group's gain from the
communication was lower than the bonus the group would
have got from completing the goals earlier - this was a bad
interruption. Other examples, interruptions that cause a user
to loss life and she eventually died, or interruptions that got a
user far away from her subgoals and she lost due to timeout.
We ran a 10fold crossvalidation test on the data collected from the third scenario. In each of these

10

iterations

a subset of the data (90%) was randomly chosen, and used in
order to build the labeled database. The rest of the data was
used as unlabeled situations in order to test algorithm. The

Figure 2.

situations from the test data were given as new situations that

function of the different algorithms.

The algorithm accuracy percentage as a

must be analyzed. The algorithm's decisions were compared
to the situations' labels. Four algorithms were examined:

k − N N classication model.
C4.5 decision tree classication model.
The MICU algorithm using k−N N in the second phase
(M ICU + KN N ).
The MICU algorithm using C4.5 decision tree in the
second phase (M ICU + C4.5).

• A naive
• A naive
•
•

algorithms) were improved by a very similar factor with
no signicant difference (p

k−N N

and MICU using

> 0.05) between MICU using
C4.5 algorithms. It shows that both

algorithms can signicantly benet from using the User
Clustering approach in heterogeneous environments.

4.3. The Effect of Adding Labeled Situations to the

4.2. Testing the Algorithms

System
We posit that MICU can learn from similar subjects to
new subjects and correctly decide whether it is currently

All the algorithms discussed in this paper assume that

a good or a bad time to interrupt the subject. To test this

there is an initial labeled database from past interactions

hypothesis, we ran the above research protocol on a group

that can be used in the classication algorithms. However,

of

65

people who varied in age, occupation and level of

4

questions arise as to how much initial training is needed

25

before the system can be used. Therefore, we studied how

16 interruptions
per game). Therefore, we had approximately 1000 situations
(s = (h, ip)) in our database. For each situation we had
a short history from the user's activity in the previous 20
seconds (h = ∪0<i<5 tsi ) which was used to identify users'
similarities, and an interruption's proles (ip). The games

the size of the database effects each of the algorithms, and

used have a large number of enemies and their aggressive

in section 4.4.

computer knowledge. Each person had between

to

interruptions in his game (average value of

level varied from low to high. Therefore, the number of
possible states the users could encounter was enormous.

attempted to reveal the minimal amount of training data
needed for each algorithm. During this experiment it was
important to make sure that while enlarging the number of
users, we are not changing the level of heterogeneity among
the users. This was done by using the procedure described
In order to simulate a larger database we change the
number of situations (s

= (h, ip))

used in the experiments.

We deliberately studied a large variety of different users

Several interesting phenomenon appear in Figure 3. First,

and states so we can examine the true inuence of the

as stated in Section 4.2, using User Clustering aspects

User Clustering approach in MICU . This is due to the fact

from Collaborative Filtering improves both naive machine

that if all situations were similar  we could use the naive

learning algorithms by the same factor. This signicant

classication algorithms.

improvement is found even in a small database that contains

The results, as presented in Figure 2, support our claims.
They show that in a heterogeneous environments users using
MICU

signicantly improves the system performances. We

can see that there is a signicant change (p

100

situations. Second, it seems that while the number of

situations was smaller than

200

the algorithms were less

stable. However, when the number of situations exceeds

200

< 0.01) between

all algorithms became stable, including the MICU algorithms

the naive algorithms and the MICU algorithms. In addition,

that use less data in order to build their nal decision model

it seems that there is no signicant difference (p

> 0.05)

(since they only use data from similar users found in the rst

C4.5 decision tree algorithm and the naive
k -nearest neighbor (k − N N ) classication algorithm. It is
interesting that both naive algorithms (C4.5 and k − N N

phase). Apparently, the similarity between users is strong

between the naive

enough to achieve a signicant improvement over the naive
algorithm even with a small amount of data.

The results in Figure 4 show that the MICU algorithms perform better in heterogeneous environments. We dene that
heterogeneous level means the ratio between the groups in
the general population. Namely, heterogeneity of

0%

means

that all situations in the database are from the same group;
heterogeneity of

100%

means that each group has an equal

number of situations in the database. Notice, that while the
MICU

algorithms are negligibly effected by the reduction in

the user's heterogeneity level, the naive algorithms perform
much better. Therefore, as the heterogeneity level decreases
the MICU approach shows less improvement compared to
the naive algorithms.
Figure 3.

The algorithms accurate percentage as a

This result is not surprising. As the heterogeneity level
in the database increases, the learning task becomes harder

function of the number of situations.

as more problem instances are increasingly less similar.
Therefore, it is obvious that naive classication algorithm

4.4. The

Effect

of

Changing

the

Heterogeneity

Level of the Subjects
One of our hypothesis is that as the users' level of

will produce less suitable results. The interesting result is
that changing the heterogeneity level barely disturbs MICU .

5. Conclusions and Future Work

heterogeneity increases the larger the gain we have from

This paper introduces a novel approach to combine Col-

using MICU algorithms. This is because the Collaborative

laborative Filtering methods with classication algorithms

Filtering User Clustering approach learns based on user's

tools in order to create a new fast user characteristic algo-

differences.

rithm for mix agentuser system. This approach signicantly

To understand differences between users, we divided them

improves system performances even in the absence of suf-

into the following four groups: the gamer group (the

cient information for learning or user modeling. We found

best players); the skilled group; the fair group; and

that after a small initial database was created with as little as

the hopeless group (worse players). We asked user's to

sparse data from

self-describe which group they believed they would fall

model the subject's interruption preferences with nearly

in. Subjects that their self denition did not match their

success in less

performances (two subjects total) were removed from all
our experiments, leaving us with

65

subjects.

Since each subject donated a different number of situations (s) to the database the number of subjects was ignored

200 situations, MICU was able to accurately
75%
than 20 seconds!

We conclude that the algorithms we present can provide a
good solution for semitailored applications that have a large
number of users but only a short dialog with each user. These
applications cannot realistically gather enough information

and the number of situations was kept constant during this

on a single user in order to grant her the personalized service

experiment. The level of heterogeneous was modied by

she requires. However, an application can use the offered

controlling the ratio of situations that came from each group.

approach in order to learn from past users and quickly prole
new users.
There are many directions we would like to pursue in our
future work. First and foremost, we would like to perform
on-line experiments. The experiments preformed in this
paper used an off-line experimental procedural. Namely,
the subjects were given questions in xed time intervals,
and the analysis on the data using MICU was done off-line.
We would like to conduct experiments where the decision
whether to ask a question in a given time will be decided
on-line using MICU . Another direction for future research
is to investigate other domains and problems. For example,
we hope to study situations where providing information
to agents does not directly increase the group's value, but

Figure 4.

The algorithms accurate percentage as a

function of the heterogeneity's level.

rather provides the group with additional abilities that would
enable it to perform new tasks, or improve their performance
in existing tasks. Similarly, we currently studied useragent

interruption manager only as modeled through answering
mathematical questions. We would like to examine different
types of interruptions, i.e., in a mixinitiative environment
where the user and agent share the same goal and the interruptions are questions regarding common actions. Finally,

[10] E. Horvitz and J. Apacible, Learning and reasoning about
interruption, In ICMI 03, pp. 2027, 2003.
[11] M. Tambe, E. Bowring, J. Pearce, P. Varakantham, P. Scerri,
and F. Pynadath, Electric elves: What went wrong and why,
In AI Magazine, 2007.

interesting questions may address what is the sufcient level
of model accuracy needed to improve performance. Is the
level of accuracy MICU achieved in

20

seconds sufcient,

or should the aim be for a more accurate model, but with

[12] S. T. Iqbal and B. P. Bailey, Effects of intelligent notication
management on users and their tasks, In CHI 08, pp. 93102,
2008.

a longer training period as in [12]? We are condent that

[13] J. Xu, L.-J. Zhang, H. Lu, and Y. Li, The development

the novel synthesis of Collaborative Filtering and traditional

and prospect of personalized tv program recommendation

learning methods presented in this paper will stimulate

systems, in IEEE Fourth International Symposium on Mul-

interesting innovations in the future.
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